LEED information for PVC Pipe and Fittings produced by Charlotte Pipe

To: Whom it may concern

Charlotte Pipe and Foundry Company produces pipe and fittings to conform to a multitude of industry standards and lists many of those products with standards conformance bodies such as NSF International.

The standards to which we produce our products and the listing bodies that monitor our compliance specifically prohibit the incorporation of post-consumer recycled material into our products. A small amount of clean rework material from our own process is allowed. This material is typically less than 5% of the content in finished products.

Many sustainable design specifications require that the products be produced within a 500 mile radius of the proposed installation site. Charlotte Pipe’s plastic’s division produces pipe and fittings at our main plant in Monroe, NC and pipe at locations in Muncy, PA, Wildwood, FL, Cameron, TX and Cedar City, UT.

If you have any additional questions regarding this subject please contact our technical department at: 800/438-6091